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Abstract
We consider hamiltonian properties of Toeplitz graphs, i.e. graphs whose adjacency
matrix is constant along diagonals. Extending previous results of van Dal et al. (Discrete Math.
159 (1996) 69) we prove connectivity and Hamiltonicity for some classes of Toeplitz graphs.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we will consider hamiltonian properties of the so-called Toeplitz
graphs, which are de9ned as follows:
Denition 1. Let n; m; a1; : : : ; am ∈N; 0¡a1¡ · · ·¡am ¡n and V :={0; : : : ; n − 1}.
De9ne
E :={[i; j]∈V 2 : ∃k ∈{1; : : : ; m} : |j − i|= ak}:
Then the graph (V; E) with set of vertices V and set of edges E is called an undirected
Toeplitz graph with entries (or stripes) a1; : : : ; am. It is denoted by Tn(a1; : : : ; am).
The adjacency matrix of such a graph is usually called a symmetric Toeplitz matrix.
Such matrices occur in many situations in pure and applied mathematics, we refer, for
instance, to Gohberg [5].
A special case of a Toeplitz matrix is a circulant matrix, which is a Toeplitz matrix
de9ned by (a1; : : : ; am) with the property that for every 16 i6m there is a 16 j6m
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such that aj = n− ai. The corresponding circulant graph Cn(a1; : : : ; am) can be charac-
terized as
Ec = {[i; j]∈V 2 : ∃k ∈{1; : : : ; n} : j − i ≡ ±ak (mod n)}:
In the case of symmetric circulant graphs, the question of Hamiltonicity is answered
by Burkard and Sandholzer [2]. They proved that Cn(a1; : : : ; am) is hamiltonian if and
only if gcd(a1; : : : ; am; n)= 1. Obviously, the latter is also a necessary and suKcient
condition for connectedness. For directed graphs the question of Hamiltonicity seems
to be much more diKcult. Up to now there is a characterization of circulant digraphs
Cn(a; b) with two stripes by Yang et al. [8].
van Dal et al. [6] studied hamiltonian properties of Toeplitz graphs. In the present
paper some of their results are extended. We will cite the results of [6] at the corre-
sponding places in this paper.
In Section 2 we will consider connectivity properties of Toeplitz graphs. We will de-
scribe a suKcient condition for connected Toeplitz graphs and completely characterize
connected Toeplitz graphs with two stripes.
Section 3 is devoted to Hamilton cycles in Toeplitz graphs with two stripes. We
describe both an in9nite family of hamiltonian and of nonhamiltonian graphs.
It is well known that graphs which are “dense enough” are hamiltonian, we refer, for
instance, to Walther and VoN [7, Section I:2] and to Bondy and Murty [1, Section 4:2].
In Section 4 we will derive suKcient conditions for Toeplitz graphs with many entries
to be hamiltonian.
The main diKculty in dealing with Toeplitz graphs in comparison to circulant graphs
is the fact that vertices “at the boundary” (i.e., vertices i with small i or small n−1−i)
may have much less neighbours than other vertices. Therefore a complete characteri-
zation of hamiltonian Toeplitz graphs seems to be very hard.
2. Connectivity properties of Toeplitz graphs
It is easy to see (see [6, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1]) that
gcd(a1; : : : ; am)= 1
holds for a connected Tn(a1; : : : ; am).
The following negative statements were proved in [6, Theorems 2 and 3]
Theorem 2 (van Dal et al. [6]). If there is a subset ∅ = J ⊆ {1; : : : ; m} such that
m∑
i=1
i ∈J
(n− ai)¡ gcd{aj: j∈ J} − 1
or if
m∑
i=1
ai ¿ (m− 1)n+ 1 (1)
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then Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is disconnected.
We will prove the following positive statement:
Theorem 3. Let Tn(a1; : : : ; am) be a Toeplitz graph and
dk := gcd(a1; : : : ; ak)
for k =1; : : : ; m. If dm=1 and dk + ak+16 n + 1 for 16 k6m − 1; then
Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is connected.
We state an immediate corollary
Corollary 4. A Toeplitz graph Tn(a1; : : : ; am) with a1 + am6 n + 1 and
gcd(a1; : : : ; am)= 1 is connected.
Proof of Theorem 3. We de9ne the relation ∼〈a1 ;:::;am〉⊂ V × V in the following way:
i ∼〈a1 ;:::;am〉 j holds if and only if there are integers s¿ 0; 06 i0; : : : ; is6 n − 1, and
16 k1; : : : ; ks6m such that i0 = i; is = j and il= il−1 ± akl for l=1; : : : ; s. Obviously,
this relation is an equivalence relation and the equivalence classes are the connected
components of Tn(a1; : : : ; am). This implies that Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is connected if and only
if ∼〈a1 ;:::;am〉 =V × V .
The crucial point of the proof is the following lemma:
Lemma 5. If a1 + a26 n+ 1; then
∼〈a1 ;:::;am〉 = ∼〈gcd(a1 ;a2);a3 ;:::;am〉 :
Proof. We will write ∼ := ∼〈a1 ;:::;am〉, d := gcd(a1; a2), and ∼′ := ∼〈d;a3 ;:::;am〉. It is
obvious that ∼⊆∼′ since we can replace any ai-edge (i=1; 2) by ai=d d-edges.
We will now prove the opposite direction. If i; j∈V and i ≡ j (mod a1), then i ∼
j. There are integers x and y with d= a1x + a2y and 06y¡a1=d. Assume 9rst
that a1 + a26 n. Then we have i ∼ (i + a2)mod a1, since i ∼ imod a1, imod a1 +
a26 a1− 1+ a26 n− 1 and therefore imod a1 ∼ imod a1 + a2, and 9nally imod a1 +
a2 ∼ (i + a2)mod a1. If 06 i; i + d6 n − 1, then i ∼ (i + a2)mod a1 ∼ · · · ∼
(i+ ya2)mod a1. Because i+ ya2 mod a1 ≡ i+ d (mod a1) and both are in V , they are
connected, transitivity shows i ∼ i+d. Therefore, if i ∼′ j, we can replace all d-edges
by the path described above and obtain i ∼ j.
The case a1+a2 = n+1 needs a more careful investigation, since i ∼ (i+a2)mod a1
may not hold if i ≡ a1 − 1 (mod a1). We 9x some u with 06 u¡u+ d6 n− 1. We
de9ne
I :=min{i∈N0: (u+ ia2)mod a1  u};
J :=min{j∈N0: (u− ja2)mod a1  u};
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where we use the convention min ∅=∞. We immediately see I; J¿ 1. If I¿ a1=d (or
J¿ a1=d) the argument of the case a1 + a26 n can be used (or easily adapted) to
prove u ∼ u+ d. Otherwise, we must have
u+ (I − 1)a2 ≡ a1 − 1 (mod a1);
u− Ja2 ≡ a1 − 1 (mod a1)
which yields (I + J − 1)a2 ≡ 0 (mod a1), hence I + J − 1 ≡ 0 (mod a1=d). Since
16 I + J − 16 2a1=d− 3, this implies I + J − 1= a1=d. We represent d= xa1 + ya2
with −(J − 1)6y¡I and see that u ∼ (u + ya2)mod a1 and therefore u ∼ u + d.
This proves the lemma.
To prove the theorem, we have to apply Lemma 5 inductively
∼〈a1 ;a2 ;:::;am〉 = ∼〈d2 ;a3 ;:::;am〉 = · · ·= ∼〈dm〉 = ∼〈1〉 =V × V:
In the case m=2 Theorems 2 and 3 yield a complete characterization of connected
Toeplitz graphs with two stripes
Corollary 6. Let 16 a¡b6 n− 1 and Tn(a; b) be a Toeplitz graph. Then
(1) If gcd(a; b)¿ 1 or a+ b¿ n+ 2; then G is not connected.
(2) If gcd(a; b)= 1 and a+b= n+1; then G has a Hamilton path; but no Hamilton
cycle.
(3) If gcd(a; b)= 1 and a+ b6 n+ 1; then G is connected.
Proof. 1. follows from the remark at the beginning of Section 2 or Theorem 2, since
(1) is ful9lled.
3. follows from Theorem 3.
To prove 2, we remark that in this case, the graph is connected by 3, and we get
deg i=
{
1 if i= a− 1 or i= b− 1;
2 otherwise:
This implies that G has an Euler trail from vertex a− 1 to vertex b− 1, which is also
a Hamilton path.
3. Hamiltonian properties of Toeplitz graphs with two stripes
In this section we start our studies of hamiltonian properties of Toeplitz graphs with
the case m=2. In [6], the following results were obtained:
Theorem 7 (van Dal et al. [6], Theorem 4). Let n¿ 5. If
a+ b¡n¡ 3a+ b
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then Tn(a; b) is nonhamiltonian. If a¿ 3 and
a+ b+ 2¡n¡ 3a+ b
then Tn(a; b) is nontraceable.
We add a further negative statement
Theorem 8. Let a ≡ b ≡ n (mod 2). Then Tn(a; b) is nonhamiltonian.
Proof. We only have to consider the case 1 ≡ a ≡ b ≡ n (mod 2) with gcd(a; b)= 1,
because otherwise Tn(a; b) is not connected since gcd(a; b)¿ 1.
We can represent all 06 k6 n− 1 uniquely as
k = xa+ yb; where 06 x6 b− 1: (2)
We de9ne
A :={k = xa+ yb: 06 k6 n− 1; 06 x6 b− 1; x + |y| ≡ 0 (mod 2)};
B :={k = xa+ yb: 06 k6 n− 1; 06 x6 b− 1; x + |y| ≡ 1 (mod 2)}
and show that this partition of the vertices of Tn(a; b) turns it into a bipartite graph. If
we take some [k; k+b]∈E where k is represented as xa+yb, then k+b is represented
as x′a + y′b with x′= x and y′=y + 1, hence lying in the other class. The same
is true for an edge [k; k + a] if x¡b − 1. So we only have to consider the case
06 k =(b− 1)a+ yb6 n− 1− a. Then k + a=(y+ a)b= x′a+ y′b with x′=0 and
y′=(y + a), which yields
x′ + y′=y + a ≡ y + 1 ≡ y + (b− 1) + 1 ≡ y + x + 1 (mod 2);
which implies that k and k + a lie in diPerent classes for 06 k6 n− 1.
Therefore, Tn(a; b) is bipartite with an odd number of vertices, hence non-
hamiltonian.
We mention the following results:
Theorem 9 (van Dal et al. [6], Theorems 9 and 10 ). (1) Let a¿ 2; gcd(a; b)= 1
and a+ 2b¿ n. Tn(a; b) is hamiltonian if and only if (n− b)=a is an odd integer.
(2) If gcd(a; b)= 1 and n is a multiple of a+ b; then Tn(a; b) is hamiltonian.
Additionally, the authors of [6] studied the cases a=1 (where they obtained a com-
plete characterization) and a=2, where they proved, for instance, the following result:
Theorem 10 (van Dal et al. [6], Theorem 8). Let b ≡  (mod 4) where = ± 1. If n
is even and n¿ 3b−  or if n is odd and n¿ 4b− − 2; then Tn(2; b) is hamiltonian.
The aim of this section is to generalize this theorem to the following:
Theorem 11. Let n; a; b∈N; not all odd; with b ≡ 1 (mod 2a); n¿ 5b if n is even
and n¿ 6b+ a if n is odd. Then the Toeplitz graph Tn(a; b) is hamiltonian.
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Before we prove this theorem, we make a few comments on it. The lower bounds
for n (especially for odd n) are not sharp. However, Theorem 7 shows that n cannot
be arbitrarily small. For special a; b, the proof would give smaller bounds (for instance
if b=2a¿ 2).
The condition that requires one of a; b; n to be even is necessary in view of
Theorem 8. The condition b ≡ 1 (mod 2a) enables us to draw a Hamilton cycle in
a rather regular fashion. If b=2a is not close to an integer, then the graph gets “odder”,
which makes it harder to 9nd a Hamilton cycle. However, we conjecture that the case
b ≡ −1 (mod 2a) could be dealt with in a similar manner.
Proof of Theorem 11. The proof of Theorem 11 relies on an explicit construction
of a Hamilton cycle. We will explain the necessary terminology using the example
T202(5; 21) which is shown in Fig. 1.
We think of Tn(a; b) to be drawn in the following way: We represent 06 i6 n− 1
uniquely as i= ka + lb with 06 k6 b − 1 and draw all vertices with the same k in
row k of our graph, i.e. the kth row consists of
Vk :={ka+ lb: l∈Z; 06 ka+ lb6 n− 1}:
We write
lk :=min Vk and rk :=maxVk
for the left and right endpoints of row k. We say that there is a left jump or right
jump in row k if l(k+1) mod b = lk + a or r(k+1) mod b = rk + a, respectively. In Fig. 1 the
left jumps are in rows 4; 8; 12; 16; 20 and the right jumps are in rows 2; 6; 10; 15; 19.
Obviously, lk = ak mod b. To calculate rk , we write rk = ka+lb for a suitable integer
l, note that n− 1− b¡ka+ lb6 n− 1, hence
l6
n− 1− ka
b
¡l+ 1
which means l= (n − 1 − ka)=b. This implies rk = n − 1 − (n − 1 − ka − lb) and
therefore
lk = ak mod b; rk = n− 1− (n− 1− ka)mod b: (3)
We write
b=2aq+ 1;
k =2mq+ s where 06 s¡ 2q:
(4)
We note that 06 k6 b − 1 means 06 2mq + s6 2aq, which implies m6 a, where
equality is only possible if s=0.
We will use Iverson’s convention
[condition] =
{
1 if condition is true;
0 otherwise:
Now, we are able to calculate the position of the left and right jumps
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Fig. 1. Hamilton cycle in T202(5; 21).
Lemma 12. There is a left jump in row k if and only if k =2mq for some 16m6 a.
Let 06 k06 b−1 be the unique solution of (k+1)a≡n (mod b) and write k0 = 2m0q+
s0 with 06 s0¡ 2q. Then the right jumps are exactly in the rows k =2qm + s0 +
[m¿m0]; where 06m6 a− 1 if k0¡b− 1 and 16m6 a if k0 = b− 1.
Proof. To determine the positions of left jumps, we calculate l(k+1) mod b=(ak+a)mod b
= ak mod b+ amod b− b[ak mod b¿ b− a] = lk + a− b[ak mod b¿ b− a] using (3).
This shows that a left jump occurs in row k if and only if ak mod b¿ b− a.
With the notations in (4), a left jump occurs if ((b − 1)m + as)mod b¿ b − a,
or equivalently (as−m)mod b¿ b− a. Since (as−m)mod b= asmod b−mmod b+
b[asmod b¡mmod b] and as6 2aq−a¡b and m6 a¡b, a left jump occurs if and
only if b[as¡m]¿ b− a(s+1)+m. Since b¿ b− a(s+1)+m¿ 2aq+1− a2q=1,
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the last condition is equivalent to as¡m, which holds if and only if s=0 and m¿ 0,
which proves the 9rst part of the lemma.
For right jumps, we calculate using (3)
r(k+1) mod b = n− 1− ((n− 1− ka)mod b− amod b
+ b[amod b¿ (n− 1− ka)mod b])
= rk + a− b[a¿ (n− 1− ka)mod b]
which implies that a right jump occurs in row k if and only if (n− 1− ka)mod b¡a.
Assume that there is a jump in row k. Then
(n− 1− (k + l)a)mod b= (n− 1− ka)mod b− lamod b
+ b[lamod b¿ (n− 1− ka)mod b]:
If 16 l6 2q− 1, then (n− 1− ka)mod b¡a6 la6 b− 1− a¡b, which implies
(n− 1− (k + l)a)mod b=(n− 1− ka)mod b+ (b− la)¿ a+ 1
and there is no jump in row k + l. If l=2q then we obtain
(n− 1− (k + 2q)a)mod b=(n− 1− ka)mod b+ 1
which proves that if there is a jump in row k with n − 1 − ka ≡ a − 1 (mod b), then
the next right jump is in row k + 2q. If on the other hand we have n − 1 − ka ≡
a− 1 (mod b), i.e. k = k0, then the next right jump is in row k + 2q+ 1. This implies
that the right jumps are in the rows (2qm0 + s0 + 1 + 2lq)mod b with 16 l6 a. For
16 l6 a−m0− 1, we obtain 2q(m0 + l)+ s0 + 16 2aq− 2q+ s0 + 16 b− 1, which
yields the right jumps 2q(m0+1)+s0+1; : : : ; 2q(a−1)+s0+1, provided that m06 a−2.
For max(1; a−m0)6 l6 a we obtain 06 2q(m0 + l)+ s0 +1−b=2q(m0 + l−a)+ s0
and the jumps s0 (if m0¡a), s0 + 2q; : : : ; s0 + 2qm0. This proves the assertion of the
lemma.
Since we will base our Hamilton cycle in row 2q, we have to investigate this special
row a bit further using (3)
r2q − l2q = (n− 1)− (n− 1− 2aq)mod b− 2aqmod b
= n− nmod b− b= b
(⌊n
b
⌋
− 1
)
which implies
r2q − l2q ≡
⌊n
b
⌋
− 1 (mod 2) (5)
since b is odd by assumption.
We note that the de9nition of k0 implies
n ≡ (k0 + 1)a ≡ (2m0q+ s0 + 1)a ≡ −m0 + (s0 + 1)a (mod b):
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Fig. 2. Building blocks (1).
Since 06− m0 + (s0 + 1)a6 2aq= b− 1, this implies that in fact nmod b=− m0 +
a(s0 + 1), which can be written as
n−
⌊n
b
⌋
b=− m0 + a(s0 + 1): (6)
We can now proceed to the construction of a Hamilton cycle. We will use a col-
lection of building blocks which are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The shaded parts of the
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Fig. 3. Building blocks (2).
9gures can be repeated horizontally arbitrarily often (including omitting them) in order
to extend from the left to the right border of the corresponding row. Parts shaded in a
diPerent way can be repeated independently. The thick lines represent the corresponding
part of the Hamilton cycle.
The general procedure (cf. the example in Fig. 1) is as follows: We start in row 2q
with Di for an appropriate 16 i6 16. All Di have an odd number of rows and have a
left jump in row 0, which is located (in 9nal position) in row 2q, where it is required by
Lemma 12. Then we add some blocks Ai or Bi, which always have an even height and
start at an odd position. Since all left jumps occur at even positions and the blocks are
built in a suitable way, it is easy to see that they can always be extended to follow the
left jumps. Finally, we stop with a block of the Ei series, which either closes the cycle
in row 2q − 1, or fetches a few vertices of rows 2q (cf. blocks E2; E4; E5; E6; E7; E8).
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Table 1
Possible combinations of building blocks
Predecessor Successor
A1; A2; A3; D1; D2; D3; D4; D5; D6; D10; D11; D13; D14 A1; A2; B2; E1; E2; E5; E8
B1; B2; B3; D7; D8; D9; D12; D15; D16 A3; B1; B3; E3; E4; E6; E7
E1; E3 D1; D2; D7; D9; D10; D16
E2; E7; E8 D3; D8; D11; D12; D13
E4; E5; E6 D4; D5; D6; D14; D15
Table 2
Right jumps (r. j.) and minimal diameters (#:=mink (rk − lk)=b)
Block r. j. #¿ Block r. j. #¿ Block r. j. #¿ Block r. j. #¿
A1 1 D1 1 D9 2 E1 (1) 1
A2 1 1 D2 2 1 D10 1 2 E2 1
A3 0 1 D3 0 3 D11 0,2 3 E3 0 1
B1 2 D4 2 D12 0,3 3 E4 2
B2 2 3 D5 2 2 D13 2 3 E5 2 3
B3 0,2 3 D6 0 2 D14 0,2 2 E6 0,2 3
D7 3 3 D15 0,3 4 E7 0 1
D8 1 3 D16 1,3 4 E8 1 1
We will denote such a sequence of building blocks as an element of the free semigroup
generated by the symbols A1; A2; A3; B1; B2; B3; D1; : : : ; D16; E1; : : : ; E8. For instance, the
sequence of the example in Fig. 1 will be denoted as
D5A1A2A1B2B1A3E5:
In using the blocks, we only have to be careful about right jumps and that all blocks
9t together. The latter point leads to Table 1, which lists possible combinations of
building blocks. The building blocks in the left column can be followed by the blocks
in the right column. Also, information on starting blocks (Di) and suitable end-blocks
(Ei) is included.
In Table 2 we list for each building block its right jumps (relative to its starting
point). We note that building block E1 can be used with or without right jump in
row 1. Additionally, Table 2 lists the minimal values for mink(rk − lk)=b such that the
corresponding block can be used. It turns out that rk − lk¿ 4b should hold for all k
so that all blocks can be used. This is equivalent to
4b6 n− 1− (n− 1− ka)mod b− kamod b
= n− 1− ((n− 1)mod b− kamod b+ b[kamod b¿ (n− 1)mod b])
−kamod b
= n− 1− nmod b+ 1mod b− b[1¿nmod b]
−b[kamod b¿ (n− 1)mod b]
= b
⌊n
b
⌋
− b([n ≡ 0 (mod b)] + [kamod b¿ (n− 1)mod b]): (7)
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Table 3
Possible choices of Di
r2q − l2q odd, i.e. n=b even D1; D2; D3; D7; D8; D11; D12; D13
r2q − l2q even, i.e. n=b odd D4; D5; D6; D9; D10; D14; D15; D16
Table 4
Cases 1–12
s0 q m0 Cycle
s0 even,  nb  even, hence a− m0 even by (6)
¿ 4;6 2q− 4 ¿ 2 D1As0=2−21 (A2Aq−11 )m0 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )(a−m0−2)=2B2Bq−11 A3Aq−2−s0=21 E1
¿ 2 ¿ 1 D3A
q−2
1 (A2A
q−1
1 )
m0−1(B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−m0)=2E2
= 0 D8B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−2)=2E2
= 0 ¿ 2;6 a− 2 D11Am0−22 B2B(a−m0−2)=23 E7
= 1 = 0 D8B
(a−2)=2
3 E7
= 1 D12B
(a−3)=2
3 E7
= a D11A
a−2
2 E2
¿ 3 ¿ 1 D2A
q−1
1 (A2A
q−1
1 )
m0−1(B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−m0−2)=2B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−3
1 E1
= 2 = 0 D7B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−4)=2B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−3
1 E1
= 2 ¿ 1 D2A1(A2A1)m0−1(B2B1A3)(a−m0−2)=2B2B1E3
= 0 D7B1A3(B2B1A3)(a−4)=2B2B1E3
= 2q− 2 ¿ 3 D1Aq−31 (A2Aq−11 )m0 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )(a−m0−2)=2B2Bq−11 E3
Since the two conditions in (7) cannot hold both, n=b¿ 5 is a suKcient condition,
which is equivalent to n¿ 5b.
Since we will repeatedly use them, we record properties of the following sequences:
(B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
m has length 4qm and
has right jumps at 2 + 2lq for l=0; : : : ; 2m− 1;
(A2A
q−1
1 )
m has length 2qm and has right jumps at 1 + 2lq; l=0; : : : ; m− 1: (8)
In Table 3 we record possible choices of starting blocks Di with respect to the parity
of r2q − l2q, using (5). We will 9rst deal with even n. We do not have to care about
a6 2 by Theorem 10 and the following lemma:
Lemma 13 (van Dal et al. [6], Lemma 2). Let b6 n=2. Then Tn(1; b) is hamiltonian
if and only if nb is even.
We can now describe a Hamilton cycle for even n assuming a¿ 3. This is done in
39 cases (cf. Tables 4–6). We will carry out the details of the 9rst case and refer to
the tables for the others.
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Table 5
Cases 13–24
s0 q m0 Cycle
s0 even,  nb  odd, hence a− m0 − 1 even by (6)
¿ 4;6 2q− 4 ¿ 2 D4As0=2−21 (A2Aq−11 )m0 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )(a−m0−1)=2B2Bq−s0=2−21 E4
¿ 2 ¿ 1 D6A
q−2
1 (A2A
q−1
1 )
m0−1(B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−m0−1)=2B2B
q−2
1 E4
= 0 D10A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−1)=2E1
= 0 ¿ 2;6 a− 3 D14Am0−22 B2B(a−m0−3)=23 E6
= 1 = 0 D16B
(a−3)=2
3 E3
= 1 D15B
(a−4)=2
3 E6
= a− 1 D14Aa−32 E5
¿ 3 ¿ 1 D5A
q−1
1 (A2A
q−1
1 )
m0−1(B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−m0−1)=2B2B
q−3
1 E4
= 2 = 0 D9A3A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−3)=2B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−3
1 E1
= 2 ¿ 1 D5A1(A2A1)m0−1A1(B2B1A3)(a−m0−1)=2E5
= 0 D9A3(B2B1A3)(a−3)=2B2B1E3
= 2q− 2 ¿ 3 D4Aq−31 (A2Aq−11 )m0 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )(a−m0−1)=2E5
So, assume s0 and n=b are even. Then (6) implies that a−m0 is even. Additionally,
we assume 46 s06 2q − 4 and q¿ 2. Since m0¡a (otherwise s0 = 0), we obtain
a− m0¿ 2. We consider the sequence of blocks
D1A
s0=2−2
1 (A2A
q−1
1 )
m0 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(a−m0−2)=2B2B
q−1
1 A3A
(q−2−s0=2)
1 E1: (9)
We have restricted all parameters in such a way that all exponents are nonnegative,
therefore (9) is well de9ned. Using Table 1 we see that the various blocks 9t together,
even if some exponents happen to be zero. Using Table 2 and (8) we see that the
right jumps are at positions
2q+ s0; 4q+ s0; : : : ; 2m0q+ s0; 2(m0 + 1)q+ s0 + 1; : : : ;
2(m0 + a− m0 − 2)q+ s0 + 1=2(a− 2)q+ s0 + 1;
2(a− 1)q+ s0 + 1; b+ s0 ≡ s0 (mod b);
hence our description 9ts to Lemma 12. The correctness of the left jumps follows at
once from the construction. We check that the total length of our blocks is
3 + 2
( s0
2
− 2
)
+ 2qm0 + 4q
a− m0 − 2
2
+ 4 + 2q
− 2 + 2 + 2
(
q− 2− s0
2
)
+ 2= b;
which proves the theorem in this case.
Finally, we have to deal with odd n. By assumption, a is even. We temporarily
remove all vertices rk , k =0; : : : ; b − 1, such as rk − b= r(k+1) mod b − a if there is a
right jump in row k. These are exactly the vertices n − a − b; : : : ; n − 1, and we are
left with Tn−a−b(a; b) which is hamiltonian since n− a− b ≡ 0 (mod 2). We connect
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Table 6
Cases 25–39
s0 q m0 Cycle
s0 odd,  nb  even, hence m0 even by (6)
¿ 5;6 2q− 3 D1A(s0−5)=21 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )m0=2A1(A2Aq−11 )a−m0−1A2Aq−2−(s0−1)=21 E1
¿ 2¿ 2 D8B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
m0=2−1A1(A2A
q−1
1 )
a−m0−1A2A
q−2
1 E2
= 1 = 0 D2(A
q−1
1 A2)
a−1Aq−21 E1
= 1 ¿ 2 D8B
(m0−2)=2
3 A3A
a−m0−1
2 E8
= 0 D13A
a−2
2 E8
¿ 3¿ 2 D7B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
m0=2−1A1(A2A
q−1
1 )
a−m0−1A2A
q−3
1 E1
= 3 = 0 D1(A2A
q−1
1 )
a−1A2A
q−3
1 E1
= 2 ¿ 2 D7B1A3(B2B1A3)m0=2−1A1(A2A1)a−m0−1E1
= 0 D1(A2A1)a−1E1
= 2q− 1 ¿ 3 D1A(s0−5)=21 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )m0=2A1(A2Aq−11 )a−m0−1E1
s0 odd,  nb  odd, hence m0 odd by (6)
¿ 3;6 2q− 3¿ 2 D9B(s0−3)=21 A3Aq−21 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )(m0−1)=2A1(A2Aq−11 )a−m0−1A2Aq−2−(s0−1)=21 E1
¿ 2 D10A
q−2
1 (B2B
q−1
1 A3A
q−2
1 )
(m0−1)=2A1(A2A
q−1
1 )
a−m0−1A2A
q−2
1 E1
= 1 = 1 ¿ 3 D16B
(m0−3)=2
3 A3A
a−m0−1
2 E1
= 1 D10A
a−2
2 E1
= 2q− 1 ¿ 2 D9B(s0−3)=21 A3Aq−21 (B2Bq−11 A3Aq−21 )(m0−1)=2A1(A2Aq−11 )a−m0−1E1
all removed vertices in a cycle and merge the two cycles as shown in Fig. 4. So we
obtain a Hamilton cycle in Tn(a; b) and this completes the proof of Theorem 11.
4. Hamiltonian properties of Toeplitz graphs with many entries
In this section we will prove suKcient conditions for a Toeplitz graph with many
entries to be hamiltonian.
Theorem 14. Let m¿ n=2 and 0¡a1¡ · · ·¡am ¡n be integers with
ak+1¡
n+ k
2
for 16 k ¡
n
2
: (10)
Then Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is hamiltonian.
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Fig. 4. Hamilton cycle in T171(4; 17).
Example 15. Let n ≡ 1 (mod 4); n¿ 5; m=(n+ 1)=2, and
al:=
n− 1
4
+ l− 1:
Then Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is hamiltonian.
The proof of Theorem 14 is based on the following result of ChvSatal [3].
Theorem 16 (ChvSatal [3]). Let G be a simple graph with n vertices. Suppose that
there is no k ¡n=2 such that #{i: deg i6 k}¿ k and #{i: deg i¡n − k}¿ n − k.
Then G is hamiltonian.
Proof of Theorem 14. Assume that G is nonhamiltonian. By Theorem 16, there is a
k ¡n=2 such that there are vertices i1¡ · · ·¡ik such that deg ij6 k for j=1; : : : ; k.
Obviously
ik¿ i1 + (k − 1): (11)
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Since
deg i=#{s: as6 i}+ #{t: at6 n− 1− i} (12)
we obtain #{s: as6 ik}6 k which is equivalent (since k ¡n=26m) to
ak+1¿ ik + 1: (13)
On the other hand, deg i16 k implies #{t: at6 n− 1− i1}6 k or equivalently
ak+1¿ n− i1: (14)
By combining (13), (11), and (14), we get
n− ak+16 i16 ik − k + 16 ak+1 − k;
which is a contradiction to (10).
We will prove another suKcient condition:
Theorem 17. Let Tn(a1; : : : ; am) be a Toeplitz graph satisfying
1
m
m∑
i=1
ai6
(
1− 3
8m=n
)
n: (15)
Then Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is hamiltonian.
The theorem asserts that if the mean value of the ai is not too large, then there is a
Hamilton cycle.
Example 18. Let n ≡ 3 (mod 4); n¿ 11; m=(3n− 1)=4, and
al:=


l; l=1; : : : ;
n− 1
2
;
l+
n− 3
4
; l=
n+ 1
2
; : : : ;
3n− 1
4
:
Then Tn(a1; : : : ; am) is hamiltonian.
We note that Theorems 14 and 17 are independent: Example 15 satis9es the condi-
tions of Theorem 14 only, whereas Example 18 is an application of Theorem 17 only.
It is easily checked that there are no graphs with n6 3 vertices which satisfy (15),
so we may assume in the sequel that n¿ 4. We remark that (15) enforces m¿ n=2:
Lemma 19. Let n¿ 4 and m¡n be given. There are a1; : : : ; am subject to (15) if and
only if
m
n
¿
1
2
+
1
n(1− 1n +
√
1− 4n + 1n2 )
: (16)
Proof. We write m= $n. Obviously, (15) can be ful9lled if and only if
1
m
· m(m+ 1)
2
6
(
1− 3
8$
)
n:
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This is equivalent to
$2 −
(
2− 1
n
)
$+
3
4
6 0;
from which we deduce (16).
By evaluating (16) for n=4 and n=5 we obtain m= n − 1 in both cases, which
implies that the graph is complete and therefore hamiltonian.
The proof of Theorem 17 is based on the following result of P. Erdo˝s [4]
Theorem 20 (Erdo˝s [4]). Let G be a graph with n vertices and l edges such that all
vertices have degree at least # with 1¡#¡n=2. If
l¿ 1 + max
#6t¡n=2
((
n− t
2
)
+ t2
)
then G is hamiltonian.
In order to apply this theorem, we have to estimate the degrees of the vertices.
Lemma 21. Let Tn(a1; : : : ; am) be a Toeplitz graph. Then
min
06i6n−1
deg i=min({deg (n− aj): j=1; : : : ; m} ∪ {m}): (17)
Proof. Let 06 i¡n− am. The neighbours of 0 in Tn are a1; : : : ; am. Since i+ ak ¡n
for k =1; : : : ; m, we obtain [i; i + ak ]∈E which implies m=deg 06 deg i.
Let n− ak6 i¡n− ak−1 for some k ∈{2; : : : ; m}. An edge [n− ak ; n− ak + al]∈E
implies n− ak + al ¡n and therefore al ¡ak which yields al6 ak−1. Since i + al6
i + ak−1¡n we obtain an edge [i; i + al]∈E. Additionally, the existence of an edge
[n− ak − al; n− ak ]∈E implies that [i − al; i]∈E, which proves deg(n− ak)6 deg i.
Finally, we consider n − a16 i¡n. In this situation, an edge [n − a1; n − a1 + al]
cannot exist, we only have to consider edges [n− a1 − al; n− a1] which induce edges
[i − al; i]. Therefore we have deg (n− a1)6 deg i.
Lemma 22. Let Tn(a1; : : : ; am) be a Toeplitz graph. If (15) holds; then all vertices
have degree at least n=6.
Proof. By the remark on n=4 and 5 we may assume n¿ 6. By Lemmas 21 and 19
we only have to check the degrees of the vertices n− ai, i=1; : : : ; m. Assume that the
lemma is false. Then there is an index i such that deg (n− ai)¡n=6. We easily check
deg (n− ai)= i − 1 + #{l: al6 n− ai}¡ n6 (18)
which implies i¡n=6 + 1 and as ¿n− ai for s:=n=6− i + 1. This yields
m∑
j=1
aj¿
s−1∑
j=1
j +
m∑
j=s
((aj − as) + as)
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¿
1
2
(s− 1)s+
m∑
j=s
(j − s) + (n− ai + 1)(m− s+ 1)
=
1
2
(s− 1)s+ 1
2
(m− s)(m− s+ 1) + (n− ai + 1)(m− s+ 1):
We write m= $n, i= %n and ai = &n, use n=6 − i + 16 s¡n=6 − i + 2, (15) (and a
computer algebra system) to see that(
1
6
$− 17
72
− 2
3
%− 1
6
& − %2 − $%+ &%− 1
2
$2 + &$
)
n2
+
(
1− & + 1
2
$
)
n+ 2¿ 0;
which implies
1
4
$− 1
72
− 2
3
%− 1
3
& − %2 − $%+ &%− 1
2
$2 + &$¿ 0
for n¿ 6. Since $¿ 1=2, this is equivalent to
&¿
1
2$
2 − 14$+ %$+ %2 + 23%+ 172
$+ %− 13
: (19)
Additionally, we get
m∑
j=1
aj¿
i−1∑
j=1
j +
m∑
j=i
(ai + (j − i))
=
1
2
(i − 1)i + (m− i + 1)ai + 12(m− i)(m− i + 1):
By applying the same notations and machinery as above and (19), we obtain
(72%2 + (−18$− 26)%− 72$3 + 102$2 − 52$+ 9)n2
+ (−72$2 + 30$− 72%− 36$%− 1)n¿ 0:
Since 12 ¡$¡ 1 and n¿ 6 we see that
72%2 + (−18$− 26)%− 72$3 + 102$2 − 52$+ 9¿ 0:
For 0¡%¡ 1=6 + 1=n, this implies −72$3 + 102$2 − 52$ + 9¿ 0, which is not true
for 1=2¡$6 1. This contradiction proves the lemma.
We can now prove Theorem 17.
Proof of Theorem 17. In order to apply Erdo˝s’ theorem (Theorem 20), we have to
calculate
u:=1 + max
n=66t¡n=2
((
n− t
2
)
+ t2
)
:
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It is easily checked that u is convex, therefore we only have to check the boundary
values
u6 1 + max
{(
5n=6
2
)
+
(
1
6
n
)2
;
(
n− n−12
2
)
+
(
n− 1
2
)2}
= max
{
3
8
n2 − 5
12
n+ 1;
3
8
n2 − 1
2
n+
9
8
}
: (20)
Since an edge [i; i + ak ] occurs if and only if 06 i¡n − ak , we can calculate the
number of edges as
#E= nm−
m∑
i=1
ai: (21)
We note that (15) and (20) imply
#E¿ nm− mn
(
1− 3
8m=n
)
=
3
8
n2¿ u
therefore we can apply Erdo˝s’ theorem to prove Theorem 17.
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